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Dear Reader!
After a one year sabbatical, FlyingCircus.nl is stretching her wings again!
Here is our shorthand story of where we are and what we do.
Last year we looked back to see what could be better, what need to be changed and what need
to be new.
One big thing that motivated us to continue was your (organisers and spectators alike) flow of
messages asking for our attendance.
So, with the team working on a new show, we are ready to once again share our passion of
aviation with your audience; the “FC” way in 2017!

New members
We do welcome new members to our team, one of them a youngster. He is stretching the age
difference between our youngest and oldest team member to more than 60 years! A great
omen for the diversity in energy that will flow.
What we do
We are working on the new show under the guidance of a professional theatre director.
That show has all the ingredients of slap stick, laughter, action and the unexpected moves that
our audience so much enjoys.
Our day program is more than that! Storytelling, music and an Open Stage for anyone willing
to take the microphone and tell his or her aviation tales.
First show
Our premiere will be held at the famous Oostwold Airshow, June 4/5 2017, in the northern part
of The Netherlands. Check it out on www.Oostwold-Airshow.nl to see what Tom van der
Meulen and his team is preparing for! You don’t want to miss that (and us).
For who and where
Our shows are for all ages. New this year is that we hold the shows both on and off airfields.
We take everything with us, including our “plane from the box”!
Inviting us means you open your event to a broad audience, ranging from toddlers, families to
aviation adepts alike. We work in The Netherlands and neighbouring countries.
And next
Try to meet us this year somewhere and see, hear, feel what we do!
Check out our agenda on www.FlyingCircus.nl.
We may have a slot open for your event, just contact us.
Finally
Let us meet and greet and share our common aviation heart!
Best regards and keep them flying!
On behalf of The FlyingCircus.nl Foundation,
Hans Nordsiek
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